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DreamStation Go
PAP therapy system

Innovation
for people on the Go

Convenience
without compromise

The DreamStation Go is a compact and highly
portable PAP system designed for patients who
refuse to compromise.
Powerful, portable performance
At half the size of our System One and DreamStation platforms, DreamStation Go offers
the same therapy and comfort features used by more than 5 million CPAP users.

Mask compatibility
DreamStation Go gives your patients the freedom to choose the mask they want.1

Optional battery
DreamStation Go’s overnight battery can help your patients stay committed to their therapy
when they are off the grid. Set at 10cm of pressure, DreamStation Go displayed an average
run time of 13 hours2 when operating on it’s overnight battery.

12mm micro-flexible tubing
DreamStation Go features the smallest PAP tubing we’ve ever offered, providing enhanced
flexibility, portability, and connectivity. In a recent head-to-head trial, patients found the
DreamStation 12mm micro-flexible tubing to offer better flexibility, more comfort, and
greater ease of movement in comparison to standard tubing.3

Simple setup
With our intuitive color touch screen navigation, a mobile device app isn’t required to set up
or adjust your patients’ therapy.

Compliance reporting made easy
Like our other PAP devices, DreamStation Go is compatible with our patient data
management system, which seamlessly combines usage and compliance data from
multiple Philips Respironics CPAP devices into one simple report.

DreamMapper cross-device connectivity
Users of DreamMapper, our patient self-management tool, can sync data from multiple
DreamMapper-enabled devices4 to one account. They also have the ability to track and
monitor their combined progress across both home and portable PAP devices via one
convenient dashboard on their smartphone, tablet, or computer.

Masks with standard 22mm outer diameter connection.
Battery run times may vary due to higher CPAP pressure settings, excessive mask leakage, altitude,
temperature, charging devices with the USB port, and other variables.
3
Head-to-head trial of DreamStation 15mm tubing vs. DreamStation 12mm micro-flexible tubing, 2016.
4
To see which therapy devices are compatible with DreamMapper, visit www.dreammapper.com/compatible.
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The confident,
convenient choice
DreamStation Go provides the portability and packability
travelers want and the effective therapy they need.

65%

smaller*
The DreamStation Go is 65% smaller than
ResMed’s AirSense 10 and AirStart 10.

58%

smaller
The DreamStation Go 12mm tubing is 58%
smaller than our 22mm performance tubing.

48%
lighter*

The DreamStation Go is 48% lighter than
ResMed’s AirSense 10 and AirStart 10.

33%

fewer components**
The DreamStation Go requires 33%
fewer components to pack than its
closest competitors.

*Internal measurement of ResMed’s AirSense 10 and
AirStart 10 with side cover installed. Includes power
supply. Data on file, 2016.
**When compared to HDM Z1 and Somnetics Transcend
devices, 2016.

Powerfully convenient
features
Optional battery provides approximately
13 hours of therapy.1

Intuitive color touchscreen offers quick,
simple setup and easy navigation.

Built-in power supply reduces the number of parts
managed by the patient.

Optional microSD card stores compliance
and waveform data.2

DreamStation Go is the only travel PAP with a USB charging
port,3 allowing for easy charging of devices.
PAP run-time test conditions: CPAP mode, pressure 10cm H2O, 12mm tubing, 37LPM of leak,
73.4 F room at an elevation of 1650 ft.
Sold separately.
3
When compared against HDM ZI, Somnetics Transcend, and ResMed’s AirMini devices, 2017.
4
RTCA/DO-160G section 21, category M.
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Bluetooth is standard with every device.

Unit complies with FAA requirements for
in-flight use.4

Device is compatible with DreamMapper,
our patient self-management tool.

12mm tubing
Micro-flexible tubing is our smallest and
lightest ever.

Click-connections
Click-connections on each end of the
micro-flexible tubing make connecting and
disconnecting the device and mask simple.

Create a world
of opportunities

Overnight battery
Compact and lightweight,
the battery features a
recharge time of just
4-5 hours.

Small travel kit
Kit includes an easy-topack protective case for
the DreamStation Go and
a washable bag for the
mask and tube.

Medium travel kit
Kit includes a protective
case that accommodates
the DreamStation Go
and overnight battery, as
well as a washable bag
for the mask and tube.

Air filters
Choice of a reusable
pollen or disposable
30-day fine filter.

*Head-to-head trial of DreamStation 15mm tubing vs. DreamStation 12mm micro-flexible tubing, 2016.

12mm micro-flexible tubing
This tubing offers more
comfort and greater ease
of movement than that of
standard tubing.*

DreamStation Go Auto specifications

Ordering information

Pressure range

4 to 20 cm H2O

Flow generators

Part number

Pressure mode(s)

CPAP, APAP

DreamStation Go CPAP

CAG400S11

Flex pressure relief

1 to 3

DreamStation Go Auto CPAP

CAG500S11

Flex modes

C-Flex, C-Flex+, A-Flex

Power

Part number

Ramp time

0 to 45 min (5-min increments)

DreamStation Go overnight battery

1133281

Starting ramp pressure

Patient adjustable, Smart Ramp

Travel kits

Part number

Dimensions

15 cm L x 15 cm W x 5.8 cm H

DreamStation Go small travel kit*

1133275

Weight

844 g (1.86 lb)

DreamStation Go medium travel kit**

1133276

Filters

Reusable pollen, combination fine

Consumables/Replacement

Part number

Device setup

Touchscreen color display

DreamStation micro-flexible 12mm tubing

PR12

Data storage capacity

On-board: > 1 year
MicroSD card (optional): lifetime

Power cord 6ft white

1132551

Power cord 10ft white

1132552

Compliance meter

Breathing detection

Beauty panel - front

1133741

Altitude compensation

Automatic

Beauty panel - rear

1133742

Electrical requirements

100-240 VAC, 50/60 Hz

Reusable pollen filter 2-pk

1133743

Warranty

Three years

Disposable 30-day fine filter 6-pk

1133744

DreamStation Go CPAP specifications
Pressure range

4 to 20 cm H2O

Pressure mode(s)

CPAP

Flex pressure relief

1 to 3

Flex modes

C-Flex, C-Flex+

Ramp time

0 to 45 min (5-min increments)

Starting ramp pressure

Patient adjustable, Smart Ramp

Dimensions

15 cm L x 15 cm W x 5.8 cm H

Weight

844 g (1.86 lb)

Filters

Reusable pollen, combination fine

Device setup

Touchscreen color display

Data storage capacity

On-board: > 1 year
MicroSD card (optional): lifetime

Compliance meter

Breathing detection

Altitude compensation

Automatic

Electrical requirements

100-240 VAC, 50/60 Hz

Warranty

Three years

*Small travel kit includes an easy-to-pack protective case for the DreamStation Go
and a separate washable mask and tube bag.
**Medium travel kit includes a protective case that accommodates the DreamStation
Go and overnight battery. Also includes a separate washable mask and tube bag.

Learn more
For more information about DreamStation Go,
visit www.philips.com/dreamstationgo.
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Caution: US federal law restricts these devices to
sale by or on the order of a physician.
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